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22 Sep

Public Holiday—NO SCHOOL

23 Sep

Leisure Sport

23 Sep

Last Day of Term 3

10 Oct

First Day of Term 4

P&C NEWS
For those students who paid for the Meal Deal but
were absent on Monday, please collect your refund
from the office.

We hope you have an enjoyable break and see you
again in Term 4.
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

After a great deal of preparation and excitement,
eighty-four of our Stage 3 students and five
teachers travelled to Sydney and Newcastle last
week for the first week-long excursion since 2019.
The feedback received was that these students
were excellent ambassadors for our school and
families. Mr Townsend reports having the manager
of one venue racing after him to let him know that
this group of students is the best group they have
ever had.
These students have epitomised the
school motto of Excel with honour.
I had the honour of presenting the Term 3 Excelling
with honour certificates at yesterday’s assembly,
which was opened with a performance by the string
quintet and another by the school orchestra. Our
congratulations go to the following students for
their achievement:
KP

1C

2C

3/4C

5/6S

Ashleigh

Paige

Darcy

Cruz

Lyla

Ryder

Marlee

Cooper

Tazmeen

Renae

KB

1/2R

3/4H

3/4J

5/6R

Sparsh

Brooks

Olivia

Zion

Sam

Claire

Vera

Tahsin

Lucy

Ayalla

K/1G

2B

3/4S

5/6K

Xavier

Mackenzie Taliah

Saoirse

Mischa

Charlotte

William

Travis

2W

3/4M

5/6T

Charlie

Rose

Eden

Taylor-

Zara

Jake

Public holiday
Tomorrow has been named a public holiday. School
will not be operating on Thursday but will reopen for
the last day of term on Friday.
Kindergarten in 2023
Letters have been sent to families accepting
enrolments following a meeting of our enrolment
committee. Enrolment applications will need to be
completed, preferably online, for students to be
able to participate in Orientation to School
activities in Term 4. Enrolment applications can now
be
made
online
at
https://
enrol.education.nsw.gov.au/#/?schoolCode=1057
School resumes from holidays for students and staff
on Monday, 10 October. The last day of Term 4 for
students is Friday, 15 December.
Given our experience of COVID-19 after holiday
periods, it is expected that we may need to take
greater care for the first three or four weeks of
Term 4 with an increase in illness for the first two
weeks. To ensure that we are able to go ahead with
the Stage 2 excursions next term, we ask for parent
support in keeping students who are unwell at home.
Wishing all a safe, healthy and relaxing holiday,
Deborah Nay
Principal

Paige
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Our school hosted the Term 3 Aboriginal Education
Consultative Group (AECG) meeting today. Members
of our Aboriginal families and the wider community
are invited to become members of the Armidale
AECG.
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STAGE 2 HABITIAT DIORAMAS
Yesterday the Kindergarten and Stage 1 children
were fortunate enough to enjoy a tour of the Stage 2
Habitat Dioramas

Word of the Week
Pathos (PAY-thahss)
News from 2 Whimsical
The students in 2 Whimsical have had an amazing
term with lots of small group research projects,
some fantastic guided artworks and interesting
explorations of mathematical concepts. We have
discussed how to persuade someone to do what we
want, how to instruct someone in creating something
and how to entertain with an imaginative text.
We enjoyed trying to 'get' the dad jokes in our book
"My dad still thinks he's funny" in the week leading
up to Fathers' Day and were very proud of ourselves
when tying the macrame knots to make keyrings for
our dads or other special adults.
We have learnt some really fascinating new words
and how to change them using spelling rules - that
sometimes don't work… The English language is
apparently one of the hardest to learn as it draws
from so many other languages and steals rules from
all of them!
We are all looking forward to the holidays and a
chance to recharge in the warming weather.
2 Whimsical wishes everyone a safe end of term and
a terrific break. We can't wait to see what Term 4
holds for us.
Mrs Woods and 2 Whimsical
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Word of the Week
Dictionary meaning

Pathos refers to some element of an experience or of an
artistic representation that evokes compassion or pity.
The word also refers to a feeling of sympathetic pity.
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Did You know?

The
Greek
word
páthos
means
"experience,
misfortune,
emotion,
condition,” and comes from Greek path-,
meaning “experience, undergo, suffer.” In
English, pathos usually refers to the
element in an experience or in an artistic
work that makes us feel compassion, pity,
or sympathy.
21/09/2022

